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Dec-POMDP

• A Dec-POMDP is a “Decentralized Partially Observable Markov Decision Process”

• It’s a bunch of “agents” that are working together for a common reward 

• Each agent only takes a local observation of the environment

• A fully cooperative multi-agent task can be described as a tuple
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Motivation

Individual Global Max: 

Absolute Operator



Motivation

Hard to obtain Max Q —— (IGM-Free)

OR ?

Restrict the set of functions that can be represented
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Dual Self-Awareness Hypothesis

There are concepts of ego and alter ego in psychology. The ego usually refers to the 
conscious part of the individual, and Freud considered the ego to be the executive of the 
personality. Some people believe that an alter ego pertains to a different version of 
oneself from the authentic self. Others define the alter ego in more detail as the 
evaluation of the self by others.

Enlightened by these psychological concepts, we propose a novel MARL algorithm, Dual 
self-Awareness Value dEcomposition (DAVE).
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Dual Self-Awareness Framework

The objective of the IGM-free value decomposition method is as follows:

Without the IGM assumption, it is NP-hard because it cannot be solved and verified in polynomial 
time. Therefore, in our proposed dual self-awareness framework, each agent has an additional 
policy network to assist the value function network to find the action corresponding to the optimal 
joint policy.

Ego Policy Model & Alter Ego Value Function Model



Dual Self-Awareness Framework
So we modify the objective of the cooperative multi-agent value decomposition problem from 
previous equation to

where                                                           and M is the number of samples.

Define

The loss function for the joint ego policy can be written as: 



Anti-Ego Exploration

Our method leverages the fact that the 
auto-encoder cannot effectively encode 
novel data and accurately reconstruct it.

The relationship between the ego and anti-
ego policy of each agent is as follows:

Use Autoencoder to filter out the full-explored 
state-action pairs.

where



Details of the Ego Policy Update



Algorithmic Description



Experiment (Matrix Game)



Experiment (Matrix Game)



Experiment (SMAC)



Experiment (SMACv2)



Experiment (MA-MuJoCo)

Contains

joint actions



Experiment



Summary

The first multi-agent value decomposition method that completely abandons IGM

Can achieve desirable performance in various cooperative tasks, including non-monotonic 
and complex tasks

Can be applied to most IGM-based value decomposition methods and turn them into 
IGM-free ones

Use Autoencoder to avoid the algorithm becoming stuck in a local optimum

Choice of λ

May be hard to solve the tasks with large action spaces

Pros

Cons


